As interdisciplinary branches of ecology are developing rapidly in the 21 st 16 century, contents of ecological researches have become more abundant 17 than ever before. Along with the exponential growth of number of 18 published literature, it is more and more difficult for ecologists to get a 19 clear picture of their discipline. Nevertheless, the era of big data has 20 brought us massive information of well documented historical literature 21 and various techniques of data processing, which greatly facilitates the 22 implementation of bibliometric analysis on ecology. Frequency has long 23 been used as the primary metric in keyword analysis to detect ecological 24 hotspots, however, this method could be somewhat biased. In our study, 25 we have suggested a method called PAFit to measure keyword popularity, 26 which considered ecology-related topics in a large temporal dynamical 27 knowledge network, and found out the popularity of ecological topics 28 follows the "rich get richer" and "fit get richer" mechanism. Feasibility of 29 network analysis and its superiority over simply using frequency had been 30 explored and justified, and PAFit was testified by its outstanding 31 performance of prediction on the growth of frequency and degree. In 32 addition, our research also encourages ecologists to consider their domain 33 knowledge in a large dynamical network, and be ready to participate in 34 interdisciplinary collaborations when necessary. 3 35
could be related to. 174 We had also used network-level metric density to depict the compactness 175 of the knowledge network. By definition, the density is the proportion of 176 edges in the network to the maximum number of possible edges. As our 177 network is undirected, the density D (G) = 2m/ (n*(n-1)), where n is the 178 total node number and m is the total edge number. when measuring keyword popularity 182 We believed that degree calculated in the constructed knowledge network 183 could be a good competitor against the commonly used metric frequency 184 on the task of measuring keyword popularity, therefore we tried to find the 185 difference in the results yielded by frequency and degree. First, we 186 gathered all the keywords from ecological articles during the recent three 187 decades, and calculated their frequency and degree. Then we ranked the 188 keywords according to both metrics, which generated two different ranking 189 lists. The differences between frequency ranking and degree ranking were 190 calculated so we could find the main distinctions between them. we did in computer program, but growing brick by brick over time.
203
Therefore, the knowledge network was not static, but temporal dynamical.
204
Among the various network growing mechanisms, preferential attachment 205 and node fitness might be two of the simplest ones, simple but useful.
206
Preferential attachment, also known as "rich get richer" phenomenon, where k is the degree of the node, and α is called attachment component.
228
With the edge list with temporal information, the global attachment "rich-get-richer" and "fit-get-richer" phenomenon, PAFit is supposed to be 237 superior to other simple metrics such as frequency and degree. However, 238 this hypothesis should not be self-testifying but supported by facts.
239
Therefore, we design the following experiment to verify our assumption. Popularity of keywords should not only be descriptive but also predictive.
252
In other words, when we say a keyword is popular, it has been popular for 253 some time, and this trend will not disappear in the near future. For instance,
254
if we gain the popularity of keywords in a specific time period, we might 255 be able to predict the growth of the keywords in the following years.
256
Therefore, we split our data into two parts, and tried to use the historical 257 keyword popularity to predict the growth of keywords' frequency and This analysis was based on the regression models we got in the former 274 section. Instead of using one metric at a time, we could include all three 275 metrics and run a multiple regression. Obviously, the three metrics we 276 compared are closely related to each other. Therefore, in the task of 277 predicting the frequency growth and degree growth, they would share some 278 explanatory power while each metric has its unique explanatory power.
279
Commonality analysis is capable of decomposing the variance of R 2 into 280 unique and common variance of predictors. Though we did not intend to 281 actually implement multiple regression to gain a better prediction of the From 1988 to 2017, the network density had decreased from 1.82×10 -3 to 297 2.51×10 -4 ( Fig.4A ), which showed that the possibility for any two ecology-298 related keywords to co-occur in the same article was dropping in the recent 299 three decades. Pearson correlation analysis showed that annual network 300 density was negatively correlated with the distinct keyword number 301 occurring in each year (r = -0.85, P < 0.01). The reason of the dropping 302 density these years might be the exploding article number which brought 303 numerous different keywords into the ecological area ( Fig.1 ).
304
Focusing on the degree distribution of the network, we found that it 305 followed a power law distribution with a long tail, which indicated that On the contrary, keywords related to macroscopic ecology tended to be 347 underestimated by frequency metric, including words like "plant 348 population and community dynamics", "determinants of plant community 349 diversity and structure" ,"el niño", "conservation biogeography" and 350 "invasion ecology"( keywords. Interestingly, we found two other sorts of keywords that tend to 355 be underestimated by frequency. One is keywords related to chemical 20 356 ecology, including "semiochemicals", "monoterpenes" and "kairomone".
357
It seemed that chemical ecology has a great potential to be applied in 358 different aspects of ecology, while the paper volume in this subfield might 359 be relatively low currently. The other was keywords related to methods in 360 ecology and evolution, including "bayesian analysis", "gc-ms" and "field 361 experiment". Among these words, "gc-ms" is closely related to chemical 362 ecology, while "field experiment" is usually implemented on studies aposematism  168  501  988  1550  -562  wolbachia  282  684  488  1028  -540  parthenogenesis  217  593  704  1240  -536  social insects  264  697  541  1001  -460  epistasis  244  666  606  1061  -455  archaea  177  554  920  1375  -455  assortative mating  200  591  792  1245  -453  mating systems  179  562  907  1347  -440  polyandry  333  816  378  787  -409  macroevolution  218  647  700  1109  -409  microphytobenthos  209  636  738  1131  -393  paternity  249  711  585 In Table 3 , we could find that popularity metrics from the past 27 years 389 could welly predict the growth of frequency and degree in the following 3 390 years (with R 2 all larger than 0.75). The frequency metric performed better 391 than degree at predicting the future growth of frequency (R 2 = 0.82 > 0.77),
392
while the degree metric surpassed frequency at predicting the future growth 393 of degree (R 2 = 0.79 > 0.76). However, both metrics were beat by PAFit, 394 no matter in frequency growth prediction or degree growth prediction (R 2 395 reached 0.89 in both tests). Ranking the keywords from the total 30 years' data according to PAFit, we 402 could detect the ecological hotspots in the recent three decades (Table 4) .
403
The top 10 ecological topics in descending order were "climate change", 404 "biodiversity", "invasive species", "conservation", "ecosystem services",
405
"dispersal", "species richness", "competition", "functional traits" and 406 "disturbance". It was noteworthy that "invasive species", "ecosystem 407 services" and "functional traits" have relatively lower frequency and 408 degree among the top 10 keywords, however, their intrinsic fitness (η) were 409 very high, which indicates that there are great chances for these topics to 410 become more prevalent in the future. (Table 5) , and this promotion reduced to 0.40% when predicting the 455 degree growth (Table 6 ). The overlapping area of variance commonly 456 explained by the three metrics reached 0.79 and 0.76 for predicting 457 frequency growth and degree growth respectively (Fig.5 ). This is already 458 a great amount, which means that frequency alone could grasp the most 459 general trends in keyword analysis. However, the explained variance 460 brought by PAFit (0.10 predicting frequency growth and 0.11 predicting 461 degree growth) was irreplaceable and could make a real difference in the 462 popularity measurement. which could be a little abstract to understand. Therefore, we believe that 476 PAFit is the best metric to use when we try to measure keyword 477 popularity, but frequency and degree should always be provided as 478 supplementary metrics so that we could explain our results more 479 intuitively. 
508
According to our study, we could find that node fitness had weak 509 correlations with other metrics (Table 7) , which indicates that it has a 510 potential to offer new explainable power for the invisible popularity of 511 ecological topics that usually neglected by the common view. We had 512 used frequency growth and degree growth to reflect the keyword 513 popularity, but when we take growth rate (divide growth by the original 29 514 number of frequency or degree) into consideration, we found that fitness 515 is more correlated to frequency growth rate and degree growth rate than 516 other metrics. Based on our research data, we made a list of the top 10 517 potential ecological hotspots based on node fitness (Table 8) . Compared 518 with the hotspots we found using PAFit (Table 4 ), we could find that 519 some of fittest keywords had already gained much popularity, including 520 "functional traits", "climate change" and "ecosystem services".
521
Moreover, it seems that molecular technology has great potential to 522 develop the discipline of ecology, with many potential hot topics like 523 "metabarcoding", "high-throughput sequencing", "next-generation 524 sequencing". ecological research using remote sensing, they might take interests in the 557 existing hotspots and potential hot topics. In this way, we could build an 558 ego network with the focal keyword "remote sensing" (Fig.6 ). All the 559 keywords appearing in the network had been co-occurred with "remote 560 sensing" in the same article at least once. In the local scale, "remote 561 sensing" tend to co-occur more with keywords "climate change", 562 "biodiversity", "conservation", "species richness" and "disturbance" 563 (displayed in triangular nodes). In the global scale, "climate change", 564 "conservation", "ecosystem services", "biodiversity" and "invasive 565 species" were the most popular among topics related to remote sensing in 566 ecology (nodes in red), and the top 5 potential hot topics were "climate 567 change", "ecosystem services", "plant-plant interactions", "functional 568 traits" and "citizen science". Topics like "climate change" had been 569 popular already and are going to be even more popular in the future, 570 researchers in this subfield had recognized its importance and lots of 571 studies had performed on this topic. Topics like "citizen science", on the 572 other hand, were rarely mentioned in ecology and there were relatively 573 fewer researches concerning both remote sensing and citizen science at 574 the moment, but there's great hope that citizen science would be 575 combined with remote sensing and make great contributions to the 576 development of ecology in the future. 
Conclusions

588
In our study, we have displayed our ecological knowledge structure in the 589
